
The 2020 holiday collection season is right around the corner…

What are you doing  
to prepare?
PassTime, BlytzPay and AFS Solutions Software have teamed up  
to make sure you’ve checked the boxes on 2021 preparations. 

Track and recover  

your inventory with 

intelligent GPS tracking 

technology

Manage your  

customer information, 

inventory and billing 

seamlessly

Facilitate collections  

by using text to  

invoice, communicate  

with and collect from 

customers

Together, we’ll help you grow your portfolio and keep cars sold. 

Call Trevor to get started today 435-503-8846

Flip the page for your 2021 checklist 

FREE Activation!
New customers will have their BlytzPay activation fee waived, 50% off new AFS activations 
through December, and one free PassTime tracking device for every 10 on your first order.



Are you prepared for 2021?
Your 2021 Software Checklist

Is your dealer management software fully integrated?

Yes!  No, tell me more
Are you using one software for inventory management and another for billing? Maybe a third for locating 
your vehicles? The partnership between PassTime, BlytzPay and AFS allow dealers to easily implement and 
manage multiple aspects of their business from a single platform. If your technology isn’t integrated, it’s 
time for an upgrade.

Is your collections process as efficient as possible?

Yes!  No, tell me more
BlytzPay gives dealers the power to invoice, communicate with and collect from customers using text 
messaging. Considering 90% of texts are read within seconds of delivery and people check their phones an 
average of 96 times a day, sending an invoice via text is a sure way to reach your customer quickly. Pairing 
BlytzPay with PassTime GPS Solutions, you can easily identify accounts that might be falling behind and 
dramatically reduce delinquencies.

Do you have the best possible system for managing your vehicle assets?

Yes!  No, tell me more
While there are a lot of choices when it comes to GPS tracking solutions to manage your assets, they 
are not all created equal. Choosing the cheapest device can lead to issues with device reliability that can 
quickly eat up any perceived saving on the front end. PassTime has built its reputation on reliability and 
quality so you know you can find the vehicle you need, when you need it. Check out PassTime  Encore, 
a  revolutionary, battery-powered GPS device with no installation required.  When you pair this advanced 
technology with BlytzPay’s instant text-based invoice platform, your collections will surely see a boost.

Do you have a plan for reducing chargebacks?

Yes!  No, tell me more
While chargeback capabilities are necessary to protect consumers from mistakes and merchant fraud, 
processing chargebacks comes with potentially heavy operation costs for you. Through its text-based 
invoicing platform, BlytzPay provides you with all of the documentation you need to quickly and easily win 
a chargeback rebuttal. With proper documentation, your chances of winning go up exponentially. BlytzPay 
can carry that burden for you.

Is your software scalable and ready for growth?

Yes!  No, tell me more
AFS Solutions Software provides real time information on your inventory and customer base that makes a 
dealership excel. Don’t get left behind by using old technology! Save time and money with a DMS that offers 
the new generation of dealer technology, including integrations with partners like BlytzPay and PassTime.


